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2. WORKING MEN'S CLOTHING IN NEW 
JERSEY, 1750-1825 

BYTYLERRUDDPUTMAN 

This article examines who made clothing and what poor men wore 
in early New Jersey. It focuses on the clothing of sailors, farm 
laborers, slaves, apprentices, and servants between 1750 and 1825. 
Their clothing was surprisingly varied and colorful, suggesting that 
they cared more about clothes than might be expected. Following 
is a glossary of historical fabric and garment terms used in this 
article. 

Making and Buying Clothes in Early New Jersey 
Most of the clothing worn by working men in early New Jersey 
was made in New Jersey.i Some relied on their wives, mothers, 
and daughters for certain garments, especially shirts, constructed 
from a series of cloth squares. Making other men's garments, 
however, such as breeches, coats, and jackets, required more skill, 
the sort of trade knowledge restricted to professional tailors. 
Tailoring was a common occupation in early America; 344 tailors 
worked in Philadelphia in 1800, for instance? Many of these men, 
especially in the cities, were poor, and either sewed for their 
immediate neighbors or worked as "journeymen," free employees 
of a master who owned his own business. 

In tailoring shops that catered to men from middle and upper 
social levels, all garments were "bespoke," or custom-made using 
personalized measurements. Before the 1820s, tailors did not use 
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incremental tape measures but instead marked an individual ' s 
measurements on a long, narrow length ofpaper.3 Using these 
dimensions, a tailor drafted a pattern, the variously-shaped pieces 
of a commissioned garment, onto cloth. Drafting and cutting was 
the most skilled task of clothing production because it required a 
detailed knowledge of the human body and skilled three
dimensional reasoning. Less experienced apprentices and 
journeymen tailors often executed the physical construction of a 
garment. In other cases, tailors employed a few outworkers, men 
and women who sewed garments in a piecework system. 

In these same cities, "slop shops" sold cheap, ready-to-wear 
garments to working men.4 There are no mentions of slop shops in 
the newspapers and records of early New Jersey, but working 
Jerseymen who ventured into Philadelphia, New York City, or 
beyond would have been patrons of such establishments. Slop 
clothing was cheap, ready-made, and durable, but it was not 
always plain. In 1795, one Philadelphia slop shop contained, 
among many other garments, "cotton striped yellow, purple, and 
white trowers," a "sailor's jacket, striped silk," and a "cassimere 
buff waistcoat, with blue and red spotS.,,5 Ready-made clothing 
also tempted thieves, like the Philadelphia "Rogues" who, in 1767, 
"broke into a Slop-shop, in Front-street, and carried off several 
Seamens Jackets, about a Dozen pair of Trowsers, two Great 
Coats, and other Things, to the Value of about Twenty Pounds.,,6 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, slop shops and 
ready-made clothing shops were commonplace in cities along the 
Atlantic seaboard. Secondhand garments supplemented this 
clothing supply for poor men, who received them from family 
members or masters or purchased used clothing from vendors. In 
either case, this clothing was more affordable than bespoke 
garments. In the early nineteenth century, a day laborer or sailor in 
the mid-Atlantic earned between $20 and $30 a month when 
regularly employed, and clothing cost him only about 10% of his 
earnings.? 

Working Men's Clothes 
Five groups comprised early New Jersey's men of the "lower 
sort," or the working poor.8 Three of these, indentured servants, 
trade apprentices, and slaves, were bound in servitude by contracts 
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or birth. The other two, non-property-owning farmers and sailors, 
made up the bulk of New Jersey's poor, free, male laborers in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In some cases, 
clothing distinguished, for example, an indentured servant from a 
sailor, but clothing also varied so much within these groups that 
there was more overlap than divisions of their fashions. Poor men 
also often fell into more than one of these categories. An enslaved 
farm laborer who relied on his master for clothing looked very 
different from a slave sailor who used his extra income to buy a 
few garments, and this enslaved sailor could look very different 
from his free shipmate who received slops from the ship's stores, 
charged against his pay. The examples below illustrate some of the 
unique clothing worn by New Jersey's poor men while also 
reminding us that clothes did not make the man. 

Servitude in early New Jersey took a variety of forms. Slavery 
was, of course, involuntary and permanent. For free men and boys, 
bound service resulted from an indenture, a form of contract. 9 This 
agreement allowed them to exchange a fixed amount of labor, 
usually measured in years, for either a trade education, in the case 
of young apprentices, or in order to redeem a debt, often incurred 
to cover their immigration expenses. Indentured servants, who fell 
into the latter category, usually received food, lodging, and 
sometimes clothing during their term of service, and so their 
clothing depended on their masters. While serving an indenture in 
Gloucester County in 1773, Englishman John Rose wore, 
according to his master, "a new home made cloth jacket of a 
lightish color with brass buttons." lo Other servants relied on hand
me-downs from their masters, as was probably the case with 
Bernard Gibbon, a native of Belfast, Ireland. He had been in New 
Jersey only a year-and-a-halfwhen he ran away in 1786 wearing 
"an old blue broadcloth coat without lining, a new white swanskin 
jacket with red spots, a new check shirt, [and] a pair of grey 
broadcloth breeches."l l In either case, servants often had little 
choice in what garments they wore and little or no money to invest 
in clothes. 

In early New Jersey, parents often apprenticed their young 
sons to established tradesmen outside the family so that they would 
learn a profitable craft. Some apprenticeship contracts stipulated 
that the master would provide clothing along with room and board, 
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but other agreements left clothing procurement up to the 
apprentice. 12 Serving a years-long trade indenture did not agree 
with everyone, and many apprentices ran away after gaining some 
skills, but before completing their term of service to their masters. 
These masters often placed advertisements in New Jersey 
newspapers that described such runaways, hoping that they might 
be apprehended and returned. 

To take only three examples illustrating the variety of 
apprentice clothing, we can examine the advertisements for three 
different tailors' apprentices that appeared in 1778, 1785, and 
1801. Based on their shared age of nineteen, it is likely that each of 
these young men was in the fmal year of his apprenticeship, but 
decided to strike out on his own before the end of his contract. 
Levi Bishop ran away from his master Jabez Woolston, of Mount 
Holly, in 1778, wearing a wardrobe he had made himself from 
"homespun," or locally-woven fabric. Bishop's clothes included "a 
light coloured homespun coattee with wooden buttons, a home 
made mixed under Jacket, half worn leather breeches, [and] 
homespun shirts.,,1 John Homer fled from the service ofConrod 
Kotts of Trenton in 1785 wearing "one snuff-coloured [light 
brown] coat and vest, one pair of blue broadcloth breeches, a round 
wool hat bound, [and] white cotton stockingS.,,14 In 1801, Samuel 
Loufbourrow, stocky and blond-haired, ran away from the 
Allentown shop of James Tapscott. Loufbourrow was well
dressed, wearing "a striped BengalI round Jacket, white Marseilles 
vest-coat, Nankeen pantaloons, round black hat and shoes.,,15 
Cloth, cut, and color varied between these apprentices and reflects 
both their unique individual situations and changes in fashion 
between 1778 and 1801 . Clothing styles of poor men in this period 
changed in response to the market (such as when certain materials 
became more affordable), fashion trends of other circles (such as 
what elite men wore or did not wear), and exposure to other 
regions (such as when a sailor adopted garments worn in a far-off 
port he visited). Even in a single year, however, no two New 
Jersey apprentices dressed alike, and masters rarely wasted money 
clothing them in anything but the most basic of garments. 
Apprentices bought or made some of their clothing, but most often 
they wore clothing until it was threadbare, like John Wandal, 
sixteen in 1791 , who wore "no other clothes than a coarse tow 
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shirt, and brown woolen trowsers patched on the knees, J and] had 
on an old English beaver hat with a hole in the crown."1 Wandal's 
coarse shirt, patched trousers, and damaged hat were evidence of 
his poverty. 

The clothing of New Jersey's enslaved men varied as 
dramatically as that of their indentured counterparts. 17 In 1778, a 
slave named Jack ran away from Thomas Foreman of Arney's
Town, Burlington County, wearing "a home made bearskin coat, 
white flannel shirt and twill'd linen breeches.,,18 Another slave, 
Harry, born in Salem, NJ, took advantage of the turmoil of the 
Revolution to run away as a manservant to Captain George 
Hamilton of the British 52nd Foot's light company. 19 Harry "had on 
when he went away, a fustian coat with red collar, light broadcloth 
breeches, two coarse shirts, one [me ditto, [and] a good hat cut 
macarooni fashion. ,,20 Harry's "macarooni" hat probably 
corresponded to small hats with tall rear leaves (folded up brim 
sections) worn by "macaronis," effeminate, fashionable men often 
satirized in British cartoons [See Figure 2.1].21 

By the end of the Revolution, there were approximately 
11,000 enslaved men and women in New Jersey?2 In 1804, the 
state began the gradual abolition of slavery, but advertisements for 
runaway slaves continued to appear for years afterwards. When 
slave Charles Johnson ran away from Mahlon Ford of Morristown 
in 1805, he was wearing a fine blue wool coat with a red collar and 
white metal buttons as well as a vest made from soft wool 
"cassimere" with brass buttons, including "three on each pocket 
flap.,,23 Such a wardrobe might have been Johnson's "livery," a 
special uniform sometimes assigned to domestic servants and 
slaves by wealthy owners. Johnson's companion, another slave 
named David Solomons, was more plainly dressed, wearing "a red 
sailor jacket, and reddish brown pantaloons, [and] a striped 
swansdownjacket.,,24 These two men demonstrate the variety of 
slave clothing even in a single neighborhood. 

The most common type of free poor laborer in late eighteenth
and early nineteenth-century New Jersey was men involved in 
farm labor, and they often worked beside slaves?S The colony--and 
later state's--towns and cities were relatively small, and most of its 
land was worked by farmers . New Jersey also served as a conduit 
for inland trade and travel, especially between New York City and 
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Figure 2.1 This 1772 English satirical print illustrates the clothing variety 
of the period. The "macaroni" on the left wears a fashionable small hat, 
wig, coat, waistcoat (note the skirts extending below the waist), and knee
length breeches. The man on the right wears a jacket and loose trousers. 
There are few such images of poor American men, but these same types of 
garments were common in early New Jersey. Although a satirical depiction, 
this illustration also demonstrates how the fit of clothing - tight and 
sculpted versus loose and less fitted - sometimes distinguished men of 
different social levels. Courtesy of The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale 
University. 
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Philadelphia, and small industries including milling, leatherwork, 
and iron and glass production remained confmed to certain areas 
before railroads and canals displaced toll roads beginning in the 
1830s?6 New Jersey's farm workers, whether free, bound in 
servitude, or enslaved, needed durable garments for outdoor 
labor.27 Titus, a "mulatto fellow" with "remarkable looking blue 
eyes" ran away from William Ramsden ofElizebethtown in 1796. 
He was "a handy fellow, being brought up a farmer, and 
understands every kind of farming work," and was last seen 
wearing a "fustian short coat," among other garments.28 Another 
enslaved man, Robin, "bred a farmer," wore "a short linsey coat" 
and "a pair of fustian breeches" when he ran away from Alexander 
Robertson of Morristown in 1792?9 Simple, hard-wearing 
garments marked New Jersey's farm laborers. 

Another type of free, but poor, male worker important to early 
New Jersey was the sailor. These men manned the boats and ships 
on the Delaware and Hudson Rivers and along New Jersey's 
Atlantic coast. Their short jackets, often double-breasted, were also 
adopted by other working men. In 1794, for instance, an eighteen
year-old tanning and shoemaking apprentice named John Stewart 
ran away from his Elizabethtown master wearing a "blue sailor 
jacket and trowsers.,,30 Sailors were also among the first to adopt 
long, loose trousers in the eighteenth century.31 On larger merchant 
and naval vessels, they drew ready-made clothing (slops) from a 
shipboard stock of such items, charging the cost to their pay 
accounts, but many others had to use their meager earnings to 
purchase clothing ashore. Some made their own clothing, like the 
sailors who crewed the the Royal Navy frigate Unite when Robert 
Mercer Wilson was aboard between 1805 and 1808. "It's curious 
to see a tar," Mercer wrote, using the name often applied to sailors, 
"lay hold of a piece of [me white linen ... [and] take into his hand, 
that's like unto a shoulder of mutton, a fine small needle and sew 
away, and that not slow.,,32 Some sailors were natives of New 
Jersey while others merely docked there briefly. More than other 
working men, however, they would have been recognized by their 
clothes. Loose fit, bright colors and stripes, and accessories like 
ribbon and kerchiefs made sailors in early America easy to 
identify. 
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New Jersey's Common Fashions 
Amidst all this variety, it is difficult to make generalizations about 
the clothing of New Jersey's working men. Moreover, their 
clothing changed over time. Between 1750 and 1825, the fashion 
of poor men was no more static than that of men in the middle and 
upper reaches of society. Sometimes cut changed even when 
fabric remained the same. In 1766, for instance, Matthew 
Morrison, an Irish servant indentured to John Rambo of Gloucester 
County, ran away wearing "a half-worn Castor Hat, a white Vest, 
with black Spots in it, Woollen Trowsers . . .. [and] an old blue 
Coat, with large Metal Buttons.,,33 In 1802, Lewis Runyan, one of 
Trenton's many apprentice shoemakers, wore "a white swansdown 
roundabout jacket, with large black spots, striped swansdown vest, 
blue trousers, and rorum hat about halfworn.,,34 These two 
wardrobes, with spotted white garments, wool trousers, and worn 
out hats appear similar at first, but minor details and context 
suggest how they varied. Morrison wore a coat and Runyan a 
"roundabout jacket," or a hip-length jacket without tails. 
Morrison's vest would have had short "skirts," or tails below the 
waist, while Runyan's would not. Although both men wore 
trousers, in Morrison's day long legwear would have been the sole 
province of poor working men. By 1802, gentlemen were just 
beginning to adopt tight-fitting, ankle-length pantaloons, but had 
yet to accept the loose trousers that evolved into the pants of today. 
These two men and the many others mentioned above demonstrate 
the variety of clothes among early New Jersey's poor. Some poor 
men made do with what they could beg, borrow, and steal, while 
others carefully assembled unique wardrobes. In either case and for 
the majority that fell in between, the clothing they wore was only 
sometimes drab and plain. Ifwe were able to visit New Jersey in 
1800, we would think their wardrobes clashed in strange ways. 
Stripes were worn alongside spots, conflicting colors abounded, 
and clothing might be tight or loose by accident or to suit taste or 
occupation. In every case, the clothing of New Jersey' s working 
man marked him as an individual, even when he labored alongside 
thousands of others like him. 
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The author thanks Nicole Belolan, James L. Kochan, Michael 
McCarty, and Matthew Brenckle for their insights. 

Glossary 
This glossary is drawn from the author's research and the various 
sources cited in the footnotes of this article. On textiles (fabric), 
see Florence M. Montgomery, Textiles in America, 1650-1870 
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1984). 

Bearskin: A shaggy, thick wool fabric used for outer garments. 

BengalI or Bengal: Indian silk, cotton, or silk-cotton fabric, often 
striped. Montgomery (Textiles in America, 165) notes that, in the 
early nineteenth century, imitation printed striped Bengal was 
woven in England. 

Breeches: Knee-length legwear worn by men in the eighteenth 
century. Breeches opened up the side at the knee to allow the leg to 
pass through, and were then closed with buttons, ties, or buckles. 

Broadcloth: A generic name for a variety of plain-woven wool 
fabrics in many colors and of varying quality. The name came 
from the material's broad width, 54-63 inches, according to 
Montgomery (Textiles in America, 177). 

Cassimere: A soft, twill-woven wool fabric. Sometimes called 
kerseymere. 

Castor Hat: A type of felt halt containing wool fibers as well as 
rabbit or beaver fur. On hats, see David Comer, "The Tyranny of 
Fashion: The Case of the Felt-Hatting Trade in the Late 
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," Textile History 22:2 
(Autumn 1991). 

Coattee or Coatee: A coat with short "skirts" or tails, usually 
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extending no lower than mid-thigh. Popular among some men and 
worn by soldiers beginning in the 1770s. 

Flannel: A soft wool fabric, typically white but also dyed in other 
shades. 

Fustian: Any of a variety of cotton, linen, or cotton-linen fabrics, 
often twill-woven and durable. 

Great Coat: A heavy overcoat. Great coats were often ready-made 
because they were not as fitted as other men's garments. 

Homespun: Fabric woven at home or locally, usually using local 
wool, flax (linen), or cotton and often but not always coarser than 
imported cloth. 

Linsey: Linen fabric. Linen is made from the flax plant, grown in 
many places in early America and Europe. 

Marseilles: White cotton fabric woven with patterns to imitate 
quilted (stitched) designs. Also called marcella or marsella. 

Mixed: Any fabric containing more than one fiber type. Wool and 
linen woven together, for example. 

Nankeen: A plain-woven cotton fabric, often with a natural or 
dyed yellow or blue tinge. Originally imported from Asia, 
nankeens were also woven in Great Britain and America. 

Pantaloons: Tight-fitting legwear that extended below the knee. 
Popular in the 1790s and early 1800s. 

Rorum or Roram Hat: A hat made from a wool felt body faced 
with a finer fur surface. This resulted in a cheaper hat (because of 
the inexpensive wool body) that looked like a more expensive one 
(because of the nicer fur outer layer). According to John Fanning 
Watson (Annals of Philadelphia (philadelphia: E.L. Carey & A. 
Hart, 1830), 179), they were introduced in the 1780s. 
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Round JacketJRoundabout: A type of relatively close-fitting 
jacket, single- or double-breasted, that buttoned up the front. This 
type of jacket had no "skirt" or tails and ended around the hips. 
They first became common among working men in the 1790s. 

Round Wool Hat (and Bound): In the 1790s, "round" hats 
became popular. Previously, men wore "cocked" hats, sometimes 
today called "tricoms," on which sections of the brim were folded 
up against the crown of the hat. Round hats were not cocked, 
although their brims were often shaped in some way. "Bound" 
refers to the practice of "binding" the edge of the brim with a 
woven cloth tape or ribbon in the same way that most modem felt 
hats are trimmed. 

Sailor's Jacket or Seaman's Jacket: Like "round jacket," above, 
a skirtless jacket that buttoned up the front. This type of jacket was 
associated with maritime workers who would have been 
encumbered by the skirts popular on other men's coats. Most 
commentators likely used terms like "sailor's jacket" and 
"roundabouf' interchangeably in the 1790s and early 1800s. 

Short Coat: A coat with shortened "skirts" or tails. See coattee. 

Swansdown and Swanskin: Fine wool fabrics with some silk or 
cotton content, usually with a soft and smooth appearance that 
resulted in the name. Often used for men's vests . 

Tow: A coarse linen fabric made from shorter, leftover flax fibers. 

Trowsers or Trousers: Loose-fitting, ankle-length legwear from 
which modem pants evolved. Trousers originated from older forms 
of legwear and were worn by working men in the eighteenth 
century. They were not adopted by men from higher social levels 
until the early nineteenth century. 

Twill'd: Twilled. A type of weave structure. The most common 
example today is jean denim. 
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Vest: Sometimes used interchangeably with "waistcoat," although 
vest became the dominant term by 1800. In the mid- and mid-late 
eighteenth century, waistcoats had "skirts," or sections that 
extended below the lowest front button. Men's clothing waistlines 
rose as time went on, so that by the 1790s, most vests had no skirts 
and were "straight-bottomed." 

Vest-coat: A variation of waistcoat. In the eighteenth century, 
waistcoats could have sleeves, like a jacket, or be sleeveless, like 
modem vests. 

Notes: 
I The two essential books on clothing in the eighteenth century, 
especially that of common people, are Linda Baumgarten, What 
Clothes Reveal: The Language of Clothing in Colonial and 
Federal America (Williamsburg: The Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation, 2002); and John Styles, The Dress of the People: 
Everyday Fashion in Eighteenth-Century England (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2007). 
2 The New Trade Directory, for Philadelphia, Anno 1800 
(philadelphia: Printed for the Author, 1799). 
3 This process can be seen in Fran~oise A. de Garsault, Art du 
tailleur (paris: de l'imprimerie L.F. Delatour, 1769), Plate I; Denis 
Diderot, Encyclopedie, Volume 9 (paris: Briasson, 1771), s.v. 
"Tailleur," Plate I; and the first illustration of William Hogarth's 
1730s series "A Rake's Progress." 
4 On slops and slop shops, see a forthcoming article by Tyler Rudd 
Putman. 
5 Advertisement, Dunlap 's American Daily Advertiser 
(philadelphia), September 8, 1795. This advertisement was for 
clothing confiscated from a recaptured escaped convict, and the 
announcement presumed he had stolen it from a local slop shop. 
6"PHILADELPHlA, November 26," The Pennsylvania Gazette, 
November 26, 1767. 
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7 Donald R. Adams, Jr., "Wage Rates in the Early National Period: 
Philadelphia, 1785-1830," The Journal of Economic History 28:3 
(Sept. 1968), 406 and 422. This estimate of clothing expenses is 
based the records of clothing used in the Philadelphia almshouse, 
some of the only data relating to ready-made clothing costs for this 
period and region. Typical costs for each garment were: jacket: $2-
3, trousers: $1.50-2; shirt: $1.50; stockings: $1; shoes: $1.25; vest 
$1.50-2. Guardians of the Poor, "Clothing Issues Ledger," 1805-
1814 men's volume, 35.81, Philadelphia City Archives, 
Philadelphia, P A. 
8 Two essential works on the " lower sort" of nearby Philadelphia 
are Billy G. Smith, The "Lower Sort ": Philadelphia 's Laboring 
People, 1750-1800 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990); and 
Simon Newman, Embodied History: The Lives of the Poor in Early 
Philadelphia (philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2003). 
9 On indentured servitude, see, among other secondary sources, 
Sharon V. Salinger, "To serve well andfaithfully": Labor and 
indentured servants in Pennsylvania, 1682-1800 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987). For primary accounts, see 
John Harrower, The Journal of John Harrower: An Indentured 
Servant in the Colony of Virginia, 1773-1776, ed. Edward Miles 
Riley (Williamsburg: Colonial Williamsburg, 1963) and William 
Moraley, The Infortunate: The Voyage and Adventures of William 
Moraley, an Indentured Servant, ed. Susan E. Klepp and Billy G. 
Smith (University Park, P A: The Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 1992). See also Bryan Paul Howard, "Had On and Took 
With Him: Runaway Indentured Servant Clothing in Virginia, 
1774-1778" (phD diss., Texas A&M University,1996). 
IO"Six Dollars Reward," The Pennsylvania Chronicle, and 
Universal Advertiser (philadelphia), May 10-17, 1773. 
\ \ "Fifteen Dollars Reward," The New-Jersey Gazette (Burlington), 
April 17, 1786. 
\2 On apprentice clothing, see Ian Quimby, Apprenticeship in 
Colonial Philadelphia (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 
1985),60-67, and W.J. Rorabaugh The Craft Apprentice: From 
Franklin to the Machine Age in America (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1986), 70-72. Samuel Seabury apprenticed with a 
New York City cabinetmaker in the early nineteenth century and 
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occasionally mentioned clothing in his memoir: Robert Bruce 
Mullin, editor, Moneygripe's Apprentice: The Personal Narrative 
o[Samuel Seabury III (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989). 
I Advertisement, The New-Jersey Gazette (No City), February 25, 
1778. 
14"Ten Dollars Reward," The New-Jersey Gazette (Trenton), 
September 19,1785. 
15"One Dollar Reward," The True American (Trenton), August 25, 
1801. 
16 Advertisement, The New-Jersey Journal and Public 
Intelligencer (Elizabethtown), June 8, 1791. 
17 On slave clothing, see Linda Baumgarten, '''Clothes for the 
People': Slave Clothing in Early Virginia," Journal 0/ Early 
Southern Decorative Arts 14 (1988): 26-70; Sophie White, 
"'Wearing three or four handkerchiefs around his collar, and 
elsewhere about him': Slaves' Construction of Masculinity and 
Ethnicity in French Colonial New Orleans," Gender & History 
15:3 (Nov. 2003), 528-549; and Linzy A. Brekke, "Fashioning 
America: Clothing, Consumerism, and the Politics of Appearance 
in the Early Republic," (phD diss., Harvard University, 2007), 
209-258. 
18 Advertisement, The New-Jersey Gazette (Burlington), February 
11,1778. 
19"Thirty Dollars Reward," The New-Jersey Gazette (Burlington), 
September 23, 1778. The "Captain Hambleton" of the 
advertisement was George Hamilton, who commanded the 52nd ,s 
light company between 1776 and 1778. James L. Kochan, email 
message to the author, January 4,2013. 
20"Thirty Dollars Reward," The New-Jersey Gazette (Burlington), 
September 23, 1778. 
21 Examples of such hats appear in the various macaroni satirical 
~rints digitized by the Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University. 
2 Thomas Fleming, New Jersey: A Bicentennial History. New 

York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc.: 1977, 115. 
23"Twenty Dol's Reward," The Centinel o/Freedom (Newark, NJ), 
March 23, 1805. 
24"Twenty Dol's Reward," The Centinel o/Freedom (Newark, NJ), 
March 23, 1805. 
25 Fleming, New Jersey, 40. 
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26 John T. Cunningham, New Jersey: A Mirror on America. 
Florham Park, NJ: Afton Publishing Co., 1978, 74 and 129-141. 
Fleming, New Jersey, 108-109. See also John T. Cunningham, New 
Jersey: America's Main Road. New York: Doubleday & Company, 
Inc., 1966. 
27 On this subject, see Ellen J. Gehret, Rural Pennsylvania 
Clothing. York, P A: George Shumway Publisher, Inc., 2005. 
2s"Ten Dollars Reward," The New-Jersey Journal (Elizabethtown), 
August 3, 1796. Note that, when he ran away, Titus was "by trade 
a mason," not a farm laborer. 
29"20 Dollars Reward," The New-York Journal, & Patriotic 
Register (Elizabethtown, NJ), April 18, 1792. 
30 Advertisement, The New-Jersey Journal (Elizabethtown), March 
20, 1798. 
31 For more on sailor clothing in this period, see Lawrence Babits 
and Matthew Brenckle, "Sailor Clothing," in The General Carleton 
Shipwreck, 1785, edited by Waldemar Ossowski (Gdansk, Poland: 
The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdansk, 2008), 167-198; G.E. 
Manwaring, "The Dress of the British Seaman from the Revolution 
to the Peace ofl748." The Mariner's Mirror X (1924), 31-48; and 
Tyler Rudd Putman, "Textile Artifacts from H.M. Sloop 
DeBraak," Military Collector & Historian, forthcoming. 
32 Robert Mercer Wilson, "Remarks on Board His Majesty's Ship 
Unite of 40 Guns," in Five Naval Journals 1789-1817, ed. H.G. 
Thursfield (London: The Navy Records Society, 1951),257. 
33"Five Pounds Reward," The Pennsylvania Gazette (philadelphia), 
May 8, 1766. 
34"Ten Dollars Reward," The True American (Trenton, NJ), 
November 8, 1802. For my definition ofrorum in the attached 
glossary, I am grateful to Matthew Brenckle, email message to the 
author, January 7, 2013. 
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